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are the release dates of The Miracle of Pets - 2006 Save the Rat to preserve crab Crab? Asked by wiki userWhat is the plot of the Sinigan story by Marby Villaceran? Asked by a Wiki userWhat does a real estate contingent mean? Asked by Wiki userHow was the Speaker of the House chosen? Asked by
wiki user Nicole Anna Defleisch? Asked by Wiki userWhen b5 comes to Reno Nevada? Asked by the Wiki user how many songs did Mason Musso write? Asked by Wiki userCan you take flexeryl and diclofenac together? Asked by Wiki UserHow much does an aero-excessive price? Asked by Wiki
userHow many kind of chinchilla does it have? Asked by Wiki user Diddy Jonas Brothers co-write To Come Back by Demi Lovato? Asked by the Wiki userWhat is the most important nutrient for a horse? Asked by Wiki userHow do you make pear brandy? A Wiki-set user, in order to continue to enjoy our
site, we ask you to verify your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Nicole-Anna Dela and Nicolo Polo were born in 19th. My father was a wealthy trader who, along with my uncle Maffeo Polo, set up several trading posts in Constantinople, Crimea, and the Mongolian Empire,
opening trade with the Middle East . Due to the nature of his profession, he did not stay at home in Venice with my mother and I, but instead resided in the Venetian quarters of Constantinople . However, in 1260 my father and uncle foresaw a political change in Constantinople and wisely turned their
assets into jewelry and left for Asia, where they met Kublay Khan. At the same time, in Venice, my mother died, and I was raised by an aunt and uncle. I received a good education about the skills I would use in my future life as a trader, such as in foreign currency, handling cargo ships and evaluating. In
1269, my father and uncle returned to Venice and met them for the first time at the age of 15, but we should not have stayed long - in 1271, the three Polos went to Asia for what was supposed to be Marco Polo's Travels. Marco Polo was an important trader, traveler and explorer in the late 13th and early
14th centuries. He presented many new objects for people in Europe and Asia. His travels are documented in Marco Polo's biography of The Journeys. He is the most widely known trader since the Middle Ages. His travels later inspired explorers such as Christopher Columbus, Henry the Navigator and
numerous European cardographers. He was born in Venice, Italy, in 1254. mediterranean sea. Marco's mother is Nicole Anna Defuze. His mother died when he was Marco was born while his father was on the exchange. He was raised by an aunt and uncle. He lived in Venice. He is well educated on a
variety of topics from theology to philosophy to history. He also taught the family business of the goods trade. He understands currencies, cargo ships, valuation and sale of goods. In 1260, his father and Uncle Maffeo went on a journey looking for goods. Their trips took them to China, known as Katei at
the time. The two were traveling on the Silk Road. The Silk Road is a trade route connected to many cities along the way. Usually, traders have not traveled the entire length of the Silk Road. Traders will stop in certain cities for specific commercial goods. The journey took two men nine years. They
returned with many interesting goods such as spices, silk, jewelry and ceramics. While the two men were in China, they met Kublai Khan, the Mongolian emperor who controlled the region at the time. A commercial trip to China When Marco was 17, he left with his father and uncle in China. They traveled
along the silk road and bought goods along the way. Their journey will take them 25,000 miles through Persia, India and China. They also passed through the Gobi Desert on their way. The three men reached China after three years of silk road. Living in China, father and uncle Marco Polo have already
befriended Kublai Khan from the earlier trip. Kublelai Khan was happy to meet Marco when he arrived at what is now in Beijing. The two quickly struck up a good friendship. Marco was also in fear of the city and Kublai Khan. Marco Polo is impressed by the numerous objects in China. He looks at iron
production, salt mines, silk clothes and intricate porcelain. His impressions of cities were no different. He was amazed by the infrastructure projects taking place such as the Grand Canal and other canals that have been used to connect out-of-town cities. Marco Polo learns to speak Chinese in a short
period of time. In 1277, C.E. Kubiai Khan appointed Marco as part of his secret council. Three years later, Marco was appointed tax inspector in Yangzhou. Marco also worked as a spy and envoy to Kublai Khan throughout China and the region. He even travels to what is current Vietnam and Myanmar
while learning about different foods, culture, and people along the way. After 24 years on the road, Marco Polo is back in Venice. On the way back, he takes the monogonal Princess Kokachin to Persia. Their journey home was fraught with danger and only 117 of the 700 passengers survived. Marco Polo
When Marco Polo arrived in Venice in 1295, the city was at war with Genoa. Marco joined the Venetian forces to fight against the soldiers of Genoa. He will be captured at the Battle of Kurzola and imprisoned. While in prison, he told his stories of a trip to compatriot Rustico from Pisa, who marco's travels.
Marco's adventures were published in a book called Travels of Marco Polo, also known as Il Milione. The book contains four parts describing Marco's journey to the Far East. The book will be published in Italian, Latin and French. Marco Polo also married his wife Donja Badoer in 1300 and has three
daughters together. He died in 1324 from N.E. His body was laid to rest at the Church of San Lorenzo in Venice. Important facts about Marco Polo Marco Polo was born in 1254 in Venice, Italy. His father, Nicolo Polo, was a wealthy salesman. His mother died when he was a child. He was raised by an
aunt and uncle. He studied theology, history, philosophy and how to be a trader. Marco Polo's father and Uncle Maffeo first traveled the Silk Road in 1260. They will travel more than 15,000 miles, crossing Persia, India, and the Gobi Desert. While in the Far East Marco Polo befriended Kublai Khan, the
Mongolian emperor who ruled China and the surrounding area. He was appointed to several posts by Kublai Khan, including the National Council and a tax inspector. Marco Polo was imprisoned in 1299. Marco Polo's Travels will be published in Italian, Latin and French. His travels influenced future
explorers such as Christopher Columbus and Henry the Navigator. The questions marco polo was born in which Italian city? Venice What famous trade route is Marco Polo, his father, and uncle traveling to the Far East? Silk Road Who befriended Marco Polo in the Far East? Mongolian Emperor Kulay
Khan What's the name of Marco Polo's book? The parents are Nicole Anna Defuze and Nicole Polo, a trader who trades in the Middle East, became very rich and reached a great reputation - Nicolo and his brother Maffeo went on a trade trip to China for 15 years, just after Marco was born. Marco lived
with his aunt and uncle. At the age of 17, Marco, Nicolo and his uncle, Maffeo, all went on a trip to Asia for 24 years. Marco later put all his stories in his book. - The polo arrives in Shandu, the summer place of khan. Venice and Genoa.- The battle is fought with big boats called Galise.- Genoese won the
battle and Marco was sent to prison.- Marco spent a year in prison, where he told the story of his adventures in Rustico, a writer from Pisa, Italy.- Finally released from captivity in August 1299 - Marco married Donata Badoer in 1300- Marco had three children Bella. - Marco died on January 9, 1324, aged
69 in Venice, Italy, due to illness.- I didn't tell half of what I saw, he said as he lay on his bed.
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